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The publishing plant and the main of
fices of the Industrial Record Company-
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Newnan Streets Jacksonville Fla in the
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yellow pine industries
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All payments for advertising in the In-
dustrial Record and subscriptions thereto
must be made direct to the home office in
Jacksonville Agents are not allowed to
make collections under any circumstances
Bills for advertising and subscriptions are
sent out from the home office when due
and all remittances must be made direct
to this company
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE QUES-

TION OF FOREST PROTECTION
AND OUR DUTY AS CON-

SERVATIVE PRODUCERS

One of the most important problems

confronting the naval stores operator to

day is that of forest protection There

is no use denying it that is a question

vital as it the operators as a

whole have given too little thought and
attention We have lived too much in
our present day operations unmindful of
the future unmindful of our own careless

and indifferent extravagances It is a
safe statement to make that the tur
pentine operators of this Yellow Pine belt
have wasted more timber in the past few
years at present day valuation than the
sum total of one entire years output of
turpentine and rosin And we are just
beginning to realize what a great mistake-
we have been making in not watching
more carefully the physical condition of
our yellow pine timber very
foundation of the industry

These preliminary observations are not
made for the specific purpose of referring
to the Herty cup and gutter system but
the opportunity is so apparent here that
we shall do so anyway We have watched
the operations of this system for over five

years carefully and even critically Per
haps we were disposed to be skeptical at
first at any rate it has stood the test
of the very closest trial and investigation
and had the system been adopted univer
sally by operators ten years ago we be
lieve that the southern pine forests would
have been worth twenty millions more
than they are today and that the great
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industry would be in a much sounder and
more substantial foundation The Herty
cup system affords the greatest protection-
to timber not alone from the wounding-
of the timber but in the prevention of
heavy losses from fires wind stdrms
etc The system by thoroughly tested
demonstrations is cheaper to install than
the cost of the old box system and that
it affords a greater yield and a higher
grade of rosin is a demonstrated fact

We have reached the conclusion by ex-

perience and close inquiry that a crop of
cups properly installed is in every sense
the cheapest best and most satisfactory
method of working the timber producing-
the larger yield at the minimum cost of
production and the protection and con
servation of our timber supply alone is
the burning question that should quickly
establish our duty in this matter In
this day of depression at best we must be
conservative we must operate to the
greatest degree of efficiency on the small
est degree of cost we must accept that
method which holds out the best general
results for us

A LARGE AND GROWING JACK
SONVILLE PUBLISHING HOUSE

As Jacksonville grows so does her local
enterprises Notable among these is the
Industrial Record Publishing Company
which operates one of the largest and best
equipped printing plants in Florida This
company was started about four years

in one room in the TimesUnion
building and its plant consisted of a job
press and a few fonts of type Today it
occupies a handsome threestory brick
building at the corner of Bay and New
nan streets Its equipment consists of
four large cylinder presses several job
presses linotype folding machines and all
of the adjuncts that go to make up a
complete and uptodate printing plant

The number of regular publications
printed by the company will give an idea
of its capacity They print their own
paper The Weekly Industrial Record the
largest and most successful trade paper
south of Baltimore the Florida Christ-

ian Advocate which is conceded to be
one of the handsomest religious papers in
the South the Coat of Arms Jackson
villes new society weekly the Florida
Agriculturist the only paper east of
Rocky Mountains making a specialty of
tropical and semitropical agriculture-
The Oracle issued by the students of the
Duval High School the Florida Standard
the successful weekly colored journal
The Grain and Grocer by the Baker
Holmes Co The Price Current by the
J H McLaurin Company The Commer
cial News by the Bowen Grocery Com
pany the Duval County News South
Jacksonvilles bright weekly and others
A contract has just been closed by the
Industrial Record to print the Florida
Baptist Witness which is one of the old
est and most successful religious journals-
in the South

The programs of Jacksonvilles four lead
ing theatres are also printed by the Record
Company-

In addition to its regular publishing
business the Industrial Record Company
makes a specialty of theatrical printing
The show people are just beginning to
find out that they can get their billboard
work done in Jacksonville and the Record
is now sending work as far north as Vir
ginia r

The Industrial Record Company turns
out a volume of commercial work weekly
Their motto fe o jnvciu hrMe work
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reasonable prices No job is too large or
too small for their most careful attention

Mr A H March business manager of
the company will go north shortly to
purchase additional equipment to take
care of the constantly increasing business-

of the company Jacksonville Times
Union

AN INTERESTING VIEW OF THE
FORESTRY PROBLEM

Not long ago there was a meeting held
in Washington of a number of men be-

longing to the Forestry Association to
gether with others deeply interested in
the subject This time it was not for the
purpose of giving another shove upward-
to that Sisyphus stone the Appalachian-
and White Mountain reservation bill but
in the interest of reforestation which for
tunately needs no permission from senate-
or representatives or presidential ap
proval but can be carried out by every
man who owns an acre of land if he
wishes The most discouraging feature of
reforestation is the time nature requires-
to do her share of the work for even
the very fastest growth of a tree cannot
fail to seem tediously slow to men im
patient to see results from the money they
expend It is an incontestible fact that
unless one is quite young when he plants-
a forest he need hardly hope to reap any
advantage form it himself but he is
perhaps doing a wiser thing for his chil
dree than if he made a fortune and in
vested it in securities of all kinds that
are likely to become worthless through
the fluctuations of the stock market For
he who owns a forest of any extent at
the present time may regard himself as
a wealthy man and the value of it will
increase with every year it stands

In European countries where life moves
in a more deliberate manner than with us
the greater part of the reforestation is
done by sowing the seeds where the trees
are to remain for despite all that we are
told by nurserymen of the advantage to
a tree of being frequently transplanted
the tree grown from seed in the place
where it is permanently to remain has
far better chance of living and flourishing-

or at least that is the theory of the
forestry department as embodied in their
circulars Another thing which prevents
tree planting to any great extent is the
initial cost of purchasing time trees from
nurseries and few persons can incur such
an expense for more than a few trees
It is estimated that to plant a single acre
in white or Norway of the
most profitable of are three or
four feet high it would require at least-

a thousand of them and the expense could
hardly be under 250 so that one would
have to wait a long time to get his money
back with interest The same authority
quoted above says that By planting
small trees the forest planter saves the
first cost of nursery stock and an immense
amount of labor In one of the western
states a peach orchard of twenty acres
was planted at a cost in labor of not
exceeding one cent a tree The work was
done chiefly with a lister and a plough
Forest plantations have been made in this
way at a total cost of ten dollars an
acre or onehalf cent a tree

We cannot help thinking that we have-

a good intelligent land owners
throughout tins state who have facilities
for reforesting parts of their land much
greater than those possessed by dwellers
on the western prairies where such an
immense work of this kind is now being
carried on and where the area of newly
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planted forests increases greatly from
year to year As one travels through this
state he sees everywhere many barren
hills and stretches of land whose cul
tivation has been abandoned because they
have been worn out by too long a contin
uance of planting without sufficient fer
tilization to return to the soil the strength
which has gone to produce many crops of
cotton or corn or if the fields have lain-

a long time fallaw they are probably over
grown with a sparse growth of pines or
oaks that have sprung up spontaneously-
but which will never be of any use unless
care is given to them in thinning trans
planting and cultivating until they are
large enough to take care of themselves
The bare uncultivated fields are at the
mercy of every heavy rain storm so
that they wear into deep gullies and wash
away into the rivers choking up the bed
of the stream and gradually causing the
waters to overflow and inundate the fer-

tile lands along their course to the ruin
of the crops planted there

It is certainly a very poor policy to sit
down in idleness and expect the national
government to do everything for us If
we are really in earnest in our desire to
see a return of prosperity to our state
the best way to secure it is to do all that
lies in our power to atone for the great
mistake made our forefathers in their
improvident waste of the forests with
which the country was covered when it
came into their possession from the In
dians an improvidence that still contin
ues to a considerable degree when trees
are cleared away and the timber wasted
wherever bad farming has ruined the
lands already cultivated and by selling
vast tracts to lumber companies who
neglect the commonest laws of conserva
tive lumbering and having made immense
profits off the land leave it a perfect
desert It is hardly possible that there
is a farmer in the state who has not read
over and oft in the newspaper he takes
how the price of lumber is going up by
leaps and bounds both on account of its
increasing scarcity and because of the
increasing demand for it for the purposes
where its use was unknown until recent
years Who would have thought a couple-
of decades ago of cutting down acres of
trees to make the paper upon which one
of the big daily newspapers is printed
And that is only one of the hundreds of
inventions that substitute wood for other
things The natural inference is that any
man who has land that could be used for
the purpose should at once resolve to do
his share to increase the supply of wood
which is so much in demand and not only
that but should take unusual care of the
trees he already has guarding them from
fire as far as possible and preventing their
destruction in every way Unfortunately
this is just one of those things to which
the old adage applies that what is every
bodys business is nobodys business so
the bare fields lie treeless beneath the
summer sun and wash away in the spring
and autumn rains thickets of bushes
grow up for no profit where a valuable
wood might be raised trees are cut down
or fall and lie rotting on the ground and
the shortsighted owners dwell in houses
without enough shade trees around them
to protect them from the excessive sum
mer sunshine Surely if it is true that
the man who make two blades of grass

where there was only one is a bene
factor to mankind the man makes a
beautiful and stately tree grow where
there was none before is doubly so
Charleston News and Courier
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